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TOPICS

• IR ranking performance
• Set measures: precision, recall, 

F1, accuracy
• ROC, Precision-recall curve 

• Modeling relevance gain
• Test collections and the 

Cranfield paradigm
• Online evaluation

Slides are selectively adapted from the following lecture slides:
• "Test collections and the Cranfield Paradigm" by Karin Heppin
• "Evaluation" from the IIR slides



Top web search engines in 2021

Google Bing Baidu Yahoo

Market share 92.18% 8.01% 7.34% 3.39%

Target world world Chinese world

Strength indexing,
infrastructure

image/video 
search

Chinese compliance,
localized services

media/news
mobile contents



Top web search engines in 2021

Yandex Ask DuckDuckGo Naver

Market share 1.53% 0.72% 0.39% 0.13%

Target Russian world world Korean

Strength cyber security QA format privacy Korean search
curated links



IR Evaluation

How do we compare these search engines? How do we evaluate the IR 
systems behind? 

• How are the results relevant to the user query? 
• How fast does it search?
• How fast does it index (update contents)?
• Is the result presented effectively? 

In this lecture, we will mainly focus on the retrieval effectiveness 
• How good an IR system retrieve relevant items to the user’s 

information need. 



IR Evaluation

• Note: user need is translated into a query
• Relevance is assessed relative to the user need, not the query
• E.g., 

• Query: pool cleaner
• Information need: "My swimming pool bottom is becoming black 

and needs to be cleaned"
• Assess whether the doc addresses the underlying need, not whether it 

has these words



Evaluating a ranked list of documents

• The relevance of a document to a 
query is subjective.

• We need precise definition of 
“relevance” and quantitative 
evaluation metrics.

• How can we evaluate the retrieval 
performance?
• Manual vs. Automatic

rank model A model B

1 58175012 58175012

2 1805039 8671047

3 69991747 58771651

4 8671047 78162385

5 17683729 75101275

6 29567184 8178271

…

Two ranked list of documents.
Which one is better?



Evaluation Metrics



Binary assessment — Confusion matrix

• Confusion matrix is a table that shows the performance of a supervised 
learning model. 
• Each row represents the ground truth class assignments,
• while each column represents the predicted classes, or vice versa. 

Retrieved Not Retrieved

Relevant TP FN

Not Relevant FP TN

• True Positive (TP) – predicted 'relevant', and that is 'right'
• False Positive (FP) – predicted 'relevant', but that is 'wrong'
• True Negative (TN) – predicted 'irrelevant', and that is 'right'
• False Negative (FN) – predicted 'irrelevant', but that is 'wrong'



Recall, precision, f-score

• Precision is the fraction of 
retrieved documents that 
were relevant

precision = #(#$%#&$'$( )*( #$+$')*%)
#(#$%#&$'$()

= -.
-./0.

• Recall is the fraction of 
relevant documents 
retrieved by the system

recall = #(#$%#&$'$( )*( #$+$')*%)
#(#$+$')*%)

= -.
-./01



Recall, precision, f-score

• Suppose the total number of relevant 
documents is 10

• Greens' are TPs; predicted "relevant" 
and that is correct

• Reds' are FPs; predicted "relevant" 
and that is incorrect

• What are the recall and precision of 
the models?

rank model A model B

1 58175012 58175012

2 1805039 8671047

3 69991747 58771651

4 8671047 78162385

5 17683729 75101275

6 29567184 8178271



Recall, precision, f-score

• F-Measure combines both recall and precision, so systems that favor 
are penalized for whichever is lower. 

• Commonly used F-Measure is the F1 score, where β = 1 

• What are the F1 scores of the model A and B?



Rank-based Measures

• Precision/Recall/F-1 are set-based measures
• Now, we will discuss rank-based measures

• Binary relevance
• precision@K (P@K)
• Mean Average Precision (MAP)
• Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)

• Multiple levels of relevance
• Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)



Precision@K

• Precision at K corresponds to the 
number of relevant results among the 
top K retrieved documents 

1. set a rank threshold k 
2. compute the percentage of 

relevant in top k 
3. ignore documents ranked lower 

than k 

• What are the shortcomings of 
precision@K measure?

rank model A model B

1 58175012 58175012

2 1805039 8671047

3 69991747 58771651

4 8671047 78162385

5 17683729 75101275

6 29567184 8178271

A: P@5 = 2/5 = .4
B: P@5 = 2/5 = .4



Average Precision

• It desirable to also consider the order (i.e., the positions of the 
relevant documents) in which the returned documents are 
presented. 

• Average precision computes the average value of precision at K 
scores. 

𝐴𝑃 𝑟, 𝑛 =
1
𝑅 *
2: #⃗!56

𝑃@𝐾( 𝑟, 𝑘)



Average Precision — Example

• Suppose 𝑟 = 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0
• Consider the rank positions of each 

relevant documents:
𝑘#!56 = 2,3,7

• Compute the precision@K for each k:

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐@𝑘 = (
1
2 ,
2
3 ,
3
7)

AP 𝑟, 𝑛 = (6
7
+ 7

8
+ 8

9
) ÷ 3 ≈ 0.53

• What would be the precision at K from a perfect system?

rank model A P@K AP

1 58175012 0/1 0

2 1805039 1/2 (1/2)/1

3 69991747 2/3 (1/2+2/3)/2

4 8671047 2/4 same as above

5 17683729 2/5 same as above

6 29567184 2/6 same as above

7 78162385 3/7 (1/2+2/3+3/7)/3

8 58771651 3/8 same as above



Mean Average Precision — Example

• Related metric is Mean Average Precision (MAP), which is the mean of 
Average Precision across multiple queries/rankings. 

• E.g.,

• AP 𝑟(𝑞1), 10 = 6.;/;.<9/;.=/;.>>/;.=
=

= 0.62

• AP 𝑟(𝑞2), 10 = ;.=/;.>/;.>8
8

= 0.44

• MAP (𝑞1, 𝑞2), 10 = ;.<7/;.>>
7

= 0.53



Mean Average Precision

• If a relevant document never gets retrieved, we assume the precision 
corresponding to that relevant doc to be zero 

• MAP is macro-averaging: each query counts equally 
• Now perhaps most commonly used measure in research papers 
• Good for web search? 

• MAP assumes user is interested in finding many relevant 
documents for each query 

• MAP requires many relevance judgments in text collection 



R-Precision

• R-precision is the precision@R where R is the number of relevant 
documents to the given query.

• R is used as the cutoff, which varies from query to query
• Suppose there are 20 documents (i.e., R = 20) to “apple store” in 

a corpus.
• If your ranking system retrieved 5 relevant documents in the top 

20 list, then R-precision is 5/20 = 0.25. 
• R-precision requires knowing all documents that are relevant to a 

query. 



Diagnostic Tools



Diagnostic tools

• Two diagnostic tools are
• ROC curves
• Precision-Recall curves.

• The area under the curve can 
be used to directly compare 
the models. 

Example of ROC and PR curves



ROC Curves

• ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves illustrate the 
relationships between correct predictions and wrong predictions on 
the positive class.



ROC Curves

• ROC curve plots the true positive rate 
(TPR) against false positive rate (FPR)

• True positive rate (also called recall, 
sensitivity, hit rate) 

𝑇𝑃𝑅 =
𝑇𝑃
𝑃 =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

• False positive rate (also called fall-out)

𝐹𝑃𝑅 =
𝐹𝑃
𝑁
=

𝐹𝑃
𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁



Precision-Recall Curves

• Precision-Recall curves illustrate the trade-off between precision
and recall for every possible discrimination threshold cut-off.



Precision-Recall Curves

• Precision-Recall is plotting the precision 
against recall 
• precision = TP / (TP + FP)
• recall = TP / (TP + FN)

• Precision-Recall makes it possible to assess 
the performance of a model on the 
minority class 



Interpolated Precision-Recall Curves

• If you can increase precision by increasing recall, then you should 
get to count that…



Beyond Binary Relevance



Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain

Assumptions:
• Graded relevance (beyond binary): For example, in 0-3 relevance 

scale, we have 0-irrelevant, 1-marginally relevant, 2-faily relevant, 
3-highly relevant. 

• The relevant documents ranked lower are less useful for the user, 
since it is less likely to be examined. 



Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG)

• Graded relevance is used as a measure of usefulness, or gain
• Gain is accumulated starting at the top of the ranking and may be 

reduced, or discounted, at lower ranks 
• Typical discount is 1/log(rank)
• DCG (Discounted Cumulative Gain) is the total gain accumulated at a 

particular rank p: 

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain



DCG Example

• 10 ranked documents judged on 0–3 relevance scale: 
3, 2, 3, 0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 3, 0 

• Discounted gain: 
3, 2/1, 3/1.59, 0, 0, 1/2.59, 2/2.81, 2/3, 3/3.17, 0 
= 3, 2, 1.89, 0, 0, 0.39, 0.71, 0.67, 0.95, 0 

• Discounted Cumulative Gain
3, 5, 6.89, 6.89, 6.89, 7.28, 7.99, 8.66, 9.61, 9.61 

DCG10



NDCG for summarizing rankings

• Normalize DCG at rank n
• DCG at rank n by the DCG value at rank n of the ideal ranking 

• The ideal ranking would first return the documents with the highest 
relevance level, then the next highest relevance level, etc

• Normalization is useful for contrasting queries with varying numbers 
of relevant results 

• NDCG is now quite popular in evaluating Web search 

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain



NDCG Example

• Suppose we have four documents: d1, d2, d2, d4



Mean Reciprocal Rank

• Consider rank position, K, of first relevant doc
• Could be — only clicked doc

• Reciprocal Rank score = 6
?

• MRR is the mean RR across multiple queries



Trec_eval

• trec_eval is a program evaluates results using a number 
of standard evaluation procedures 

• The output is a file containing the results in a variety of 
different measures 



TREC-EVAL example results
num_q all 30
num_ret all 30000
num_rel all 3875
num_rel_ret all 1555
map            all 0.1206
gm_ap all 0.0614
R-prec all 0.1906
bpref all 0.2482
recip_rank all 0.4924
ircl_prn.0.00  all 0.5676
ircl_prn.0.10  all 0.3467
ircl_prn.0.20  all 0.2443
ircl_prn.0.30  all 0.1773
ircl_prn.0.40  all 0.1206
ircl_prn.0.50  all 0.0678
ircl_prn.0.60  all 0.0345
ircl_prn.0.70  all 0.0194
ircl_prn.0.80  all 0.0051
ircl_prn.0.90  all 0.0000
ircl_prn.1.00  all 0.0000
P5          all 0.3933
P10            all 0.3833
P15            all 0.3600
P20            all 0.3300
P30            all 0.2933
P100           all 0.1777
P200           all 0.1297
P500           all 0.0807
P1000          all 0.0518

• map: mean average precision
• gm_ap: geometric mean average precision
• R-prec: R-precision

• bpref: preference-based IR measure
• recip_rank: reciprocal rank
• ircl_prn: interpolated recall – precision average at r recall
• p@k: precision at k



Test Collections and 
the Cranfield Paradigm



User-based vs. Laboratory Evaluation

User-based Laboratory

• Manual by actual users
• Expensive
• Slower and most likely one-off
• Difficulty to eliminate the sources of 

biases

• Inconsistency
• between raters
• over time

• Human judgments are not always 
representative of "real users"

• Automatic by an evaluation system
• Not expensive
• Faster and easier to replicate
• Difficult to build fair test collections



Test collections

• To compare the performances of the IR systems 
• Test collection is a laboratory environment that doesn’t change in which 

we test and compare retrieval models 
• It is wrong to report results on a test collection which were obtained by 

tuning the model parameters to maximize performance on the test 
collection. 

• You should tune your model on one or more development test 
collections and obtain results from the test collection. 



The Cranfield Paradigm

• Cyril Cleverdon (1914-1997) and his 
colleagues established the foundation 
for the evaluation of IR systems 

• He started a series of projects, called 
the Cranfield projects whereby 
retrieval experiments were conducted 
on test databases in a controlled, 
laboratory-like setting. 



The Cranfield project

• He worked at the library of the College of Aeronautics at Cranfield, UK, 
in the late 1950’s long before computers came around. 

• The objective of his study was to find what kinds of indexing 
languages were most effective. 
• Findings:

• For indexing purpose, using the terms from the corpus is 
more effective as opposed to expert-selected topical or 
category terms (i.e., controlled vocabulary) 

• The inverse relationship of precision and recall 



The Cranfield Paradigm, today

• Model a real user application, with realistic information needs 
• Scale up the observational examples to allow significant testing 
• Make relevance judgments before the experiments. 



Three elements of test collections

1. A benchmark document collection 
2. A benchmark set of queries 
3. An assessment of either Relevant or Nonrelevant for each 

query and each document (Also called relevance judgements) 



Schematic of Test Collection



TREC

• Run by the U.S. National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) in 
Maryland 

• Has been a major driver of IR research and source of test collections from 
1992 onward. 

• Several language-specific conferences have been created internationally 
to follow its approach 

TREC (Text Retrieval Conference)



TREC-style conferences

Name Focus Started Recent topics

TREC English (mainly) 1992 conversational assistance, deep learning, health 
misinformation, news, podcast, precision medicine

NTCIR East Asian languages 1999 financial tweets, government data, Wikipedia, ad 
hoc web search

CLEF European languages, 
cross-language IR 2000 math QA, biomedical QA, multimedia retrieval, 

text translation (scientific to simple text)

FIRE Indian and South 
Asian languages 2008

hate speech detection, AI for legal assistant, 
sentiment analysis, fake news detection, causality-
driven ad hoc IR



TREC — the Precision Medicine track

2020 TREC-PM Objective

TREC-PM focuses on identifying high-quality evidence for a specific cancer 
treatment. Each case will describe the patient’s disease (type of cancer), the 
relevant genetic variants (which genes are mutated), and the proposed treatment. 
Participants of the track will be challenged with retrieving biomedical articles 
providing strong evidence for/against the treatment in the specific population. 

• Document collections
• The MEDLINE 2019 baseline will be used for the scientific 

abstracts, which is a repository for biomedical and life science 
journal articles. 



MEDLINE/PubMed document elements

• NLM produces a baseline set of MEDLINE/PubMed citation records 
in XML format

• Following is the document elements and their attributes:

Abstract AbstractText AccessionNumber AccessionNumberList Acronym Affiliation AffiliationInfo Agency 
Article ArticleDate ArticleId ArticleTitle Author AuthorList Chemical ChemicalList CitationSubset

CollectiveName CoiStatement CommentsCorrections CopyrightInformation Country DataBank DataBankList
DataBankName DateCompleted DateCreated DateRevised Day DeleteCitation DescriptorName ELocationID

ForeName GeneralNote GeneSymbol GeneSymbolList Grant GrantID GrantList History Identifier Initials 
Investigator InvestigatorList ISOAbbreviation ISSN ISSNLinking Issue Journal JournalIssue Keyword KeywordList

Language LastName MedlineCitation MedlineDate MedlinePgn MedlineTA MeshHeading MeshHeadingList
Month NameOfSubstance NlmUniqueID Note NumberOfReferences OtherAbstract OtherID Pagination 

PersonalNameSubject PersonalNameSubjectList PMID PubDate PublicationStatus PublicationType
PublicationTypeList PubmedArticle PubmedData PubmedPubDate QualifierName RefSource RefType

RegistryNumber SpaceFlightMission Suffix SupplMeshList SupplMeshName Title VernacularTitle Volume Year



TREC-PM Topics

• The topics for the track consist of synthetic patient cases consist of the 
disease, genetic variants, and the proposed treatment. 

Patient 1 Patient 2

Disease melanoma melanoma

Variant BRAF (V600E) BRAF (V600E)

Treatment Dabrafenib Cobimetinib



TREC-PM Topics example

• The topics are formatted in XML:

<topics task="2020 TREC Precision Medicine">
<topic number="1"> 

<disease>melanoma</disease> 
<gene>BRAF (V600E)</gene> 
<treatment>Dabrafenib</treatment> 

</topic> 
... 

</topics>



Relevance Judgments

• Binary (relevant vs. non-relevant) in the 
simplest case 
• More nuanced relevance levels also 

used (e.g., 0-3 scale) 
• What are some issues? 

• Human judges often disagree
• We expect to pay human experts 

(doctors, medical coders, etc.) 

1 0 1065003 1 
1 0 1065013 1 
1 0 1065027 1 
1 0 1065055 0 
1 0 1065094 2 
1 0 107740 0 
1 0 1079876 0 
1 0 1160567 1 
1 0 1160569 1 
1 0 117132 0 
1 0 1175863 1 
1 0 1175871 0 
1 0 1175911 0 
1 0 1180426 0 



Pooling technique and Why?

• In most collections, it is not feasible to assess the relevance of each 
document for each query; 
• For example, 10,000 predicted documents for 50 topics from 100 

participating systems. Assuming that judging each document takes 5 
mins, then it will take up to 475 years to evaluate!!

• Hence, pooling technique is used on a large scale IR evaluation tasks.



Typical pooling sequence

1. The documents and queries are created.
2. Multiple IR systems are run on the queries.
3. Each system returns top-ranking m documents, which are collected into 

a pool.
4. The resulting pool of documents is assessed in random order, typically 

by multiple judges.
5. When judges disagree, they meet and discuss the document until they 

reach consensus.



Online Evaluation



Motivation

• Issues
• IR systems are becoming increasingly contextual and personal;
• Users and their information needs are too diverse and dynamic to 

be adequately captured in static test collections;
• No longer can users or experts be asked to provide objective 

assessments.

Online evaluation for IR addresses the challenges that require 
assessment of systems in terms of their utility for the user. 



Online Evaluation

• Online evaluation is the evaluation of a fully functioning system 
based on implicit measurement of real users’ experiences of the 
system in a natural usage environment. 

• Implicit measurement, include any measurements that can be 
derived from observable user activity that is part of users’ natural or 
normal interaction with the system. 

• Distinction between implicit and explicit measurements is that 
implicit measurements are a by-product of users’ natural 
interaction, while explicit ones are specifically collected for feedback 
purposes. 



Offline vs. Online evaluation

• Offline Evaluation: 
• Direct comparison of one engine to another
• Simple and easy to replicate and reproduce

• Online Evaluation:
• Accounts for the actual user behavior during interactive sessions
• Complex and costly and it is not reproducible

• Offline Estimation:
• The estimation of online evaluation based on past observations 

of users' behavior



Click Log Data

Query logs have proven to be a valuable and informative source of implicit 
user feedback: 
• they can be easily collected by search engines;
• they are available in real time;
• they represent personalized user preferences.



Terminology



Terminology

• Session: series of interactions by the user toward addressing a 
single information need; 

• Session, task, and goal are often used as synonymous, depending 
on whether a study was based on logs (where extracting session is 
easier than identifying tasks) or in a laboratory (where study 
participants complete one task or search goal at a time). 



Terminology



Terminology



User Behavior

• Search results for "CIKM" (in 2009!)



User Behavior

• Adapt ranking to user clicks?



User Behavior

• Tools needed for non-trivial cases



Eye-tracking user study

• Strong position bias, so absolute click rates unreliable



Click position-bias

• Higher positions receive more 
user attention (eye fixation) and 
clicks than lower positions

• This is true even in the extreme 
setting where the order of 
positions is reversed

• "Clicks are informative but 
biased"

[Joachims+07]



Relative vs. absolute ratings

• Hard to conclude Result1 > Result 3
• Probably can conclude Result3 > Result2



Comparing two rankings via clicks



Interleave the two rankings



Remove duplicate results



Count user clicks



Interleaved ranking

• Present interleaved ranking to users 

• Start randomly with ranking A or ranking B to even out 
presentation bias 

• Count clicks on results from A versus results from B

• Better ranking will (on average) get more clicks 



A/B testing at web search engines

• Purpose: Test a single innovation

• Prerequisite: You have a large search engine up and running. 

• Have most users use old system

• Divert a small proportion of traffic (e.g., 0.1%) to an experiment to 
evaluate an innovation

• Interleaved experiment

• Full page experiment



Facts/entities

What happens to clicks?



User behavior

• User behavior is an intriguing source of relevance data
• Users make (somewhat) informed choices when they interact 

with search engines
• Potentially a lot of data available in search logs

• But there are significant caveats
• User behavior data can be very noisy
• Interpreting user behavior can be tricky
• Spam can be a significant problem
• Not all queries will have user behavior



Incorporating user behavior into ranking algorithm

• Incorporate user behavior features into a ranking function

• BM25F, a BM25 extension version for weighting terms 
presented in multiple fields (e.g., user behavior features)

• Incorporate user behavior features into learned ranking function

• Either of these ways of incorporating user behavior signals 
improve ranking


